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Gifts are always special, regardless of their shape, size or cost they have this inevitable ability to
bring a smile upon the face of the person receiving the gift. Whether itâ€™s gifting your dear ones or
your best friend, a gift holds feelings of the person giving it. When it comes to gifting your special
ones you often turn blank; so many of them in different size shapes and colors. You become
bedazzled and are unable to settle for one. These days personalised gifts have gained popularity
because of their intrinsic character to express emotions, feeling and untold words. So here is an
attempt to celebrate special occasions like 60th birthdays of Dad and Mom. Take a look:

If you are looking forward to celebrating your Dadâ€™s 60th birthday then, you will come across an
assorted range of gifts. Here take a look at these exciting 60th birthday gifts:

Champagne Flute: Champagne is his favorite and you have full knowledge about that. Alike
traditional champagne flutes, this one comes enclosed in a box that delicately holds it. The front of
the glass has the words â€œhappy 60th Birthdayâ€• imprinted in silver. Raise a toast to the man who stood
by you whenever you needed him.

Hip Flask: This stainless flask makes perfect 60th birthday gifts. The shiny finish of the metal makes
it all the more charming. The center of the flask marks the 60th celebration. The screw able top
makes your sip easy. The flask comes enclosed in a gift box.

Your dear Mommy is approaching 60 years of age too. When you are away you long for her warm
touch and she longs for your presence. A bonding that is merely expressed in words; the mother-
daughter relation is an invincible attachment. Now, you want to make her feel special on her 60th
birthday. Take a look at these special personalised 60th birthday gifts for your Mom.

Cream Bunny (personalised): This huggable Bunny is soft and cute. This is a perfect gift for the
lovely lady who deserves to be pampered. You can get a special message for your guardian angel
embroidered on this lovable bunnyâ€™s jumper. Its soft fur is harmless. This extremely cuddly rabbit has
baby pink paws and a bow attached around its neck. MR Bunny is a best friend for every loving
mom who means world to her children.

Pair of Crystal Brandy Glasses (personalised): Looking for the perfect gift for your Mom? The crystal
brandy glass set will surprise her instantly. The cut design remarkably reveals a classy style she
loves. A sip of brandy in togetherness is all she needs. This pair makes great personalised gifts for
the most beautiful lady in your life.

Moms and Dads are the most special people in our lives. So, if you are looking for ideal
personalised gifts for 60th birthday, then here is it.
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